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Institutional Transformation

- Department chair training
- Climate assessment
- Career-life balance
- Mentoring workshops
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Outside-In Approach
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Scholarship in Public: Knowledge Creation and Tenure Policy in the Engaged University
A Resource on Promotion and Tenure in the Arts, Humanities, and Design
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Mapping the Challenges
Community of Experts

- 200+ companies & institutions
- Clean & renewable energy, indoor environmental quality, water resources
- Research, demonstration, commercialization, workforce development
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Countering solo status
Developing cross-sector connections
NOT checking identity at the door
Filling the pipeline
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Redesign Outside-In

**Career Development**
- Professional development to learn how to engage industry
- Flexible faculty tracks
- Grad education on the front lines
- Support transition to junior faculty status, including engaged scholarship

**Institutional Buy-In**
- Value the work as central to institution’s mission
- Create administrative structure to support that centrality
- Promote departmental culture of self-assessment

**Reward Public & Collaborative Scholarship**
- Assessment in promotion and tenure
- Structure incentives for interdisciplinary & engaged work
- Less obsession with sponsored activity hitting institution’s bottom line
- Mix scientific & public policy publications
The Architecture of Inclusion...Literally